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Abstracts

Javanese language Ngoko has many sophisticated verbal affixes, and two of them, tak 

and kok, are widely known as passive markers in Javanese. However, these two affixes seem 

to have other functions as well. They can also occur as personal pronouns and as modal 

operators. This raises the question whether these so-called “passive markers” really marked 

passive voices. At issue is whether tak and kok are single morpheme with multiple functions 

or multiple homophonic morphemes, each with a different function. This paper argues that 

Javanese tak and kok are one type of morpheme when they function as passive markers and 

personal pronouns, but another homophonous type when they function as modal operators.  

Keywords:

Javanese language, passive markers, personal pronouns, modal operators
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1. Introduction

Javanese is a language which has three registers, e.g. Krama-Inggil, Krama-Madya, 

and Ngoko. Krama-Inggil is used to address older people or people who have higher social 

status than the speaker. Krama-Madya is applied when speaking to people of equal social 

status or to people of the same age as the speaker. Finally, Ngoko is used to address those 

who have a lower social status than that of the speaker or those who are younger than the 

speaker. Each of these three registers has its own lexical items, including grammatical 

morphemes, but they all share the same basic lexicon and the same grammar. The canonical 

word order in Javanese is SVO. 

In this paper, we will focus on Ngoko1, which has a particularly sophisticated verbal 

affix system. In this register of Javanese, there are forty-two (42) affixes, as shown in Table 

1. 

Table 1. Javanese Affixes (from Sudaryanto 1992)

No Prefix No Infix No Suffix No Circumfix

1 N- 1 -um- 1 -i 1 Ka- / -an
2 di- 2 -in- 2 -ake 2 -in- / -an
3 Tak- 3 -el- 3 -a 3 Ke- / -an
4 Kok- 4 -er- 4 -en 4 Ke- / -en
5 Ma- 5 -na 5 PaN- / -an
6 Mer- 6 -ana 6 Pa- / -an
7 Ka- 7 -an 7 Pi- / -an
8 Ke- 8 -é 8 Pra- / -an
9 a- 9 Tak- / -ané
10 aN 10 Tak- / -ké
11 Kuma- 11 Tak- / -é
12 Kapi- 12 Kami- / -en
13 paN- 13 Sa- / -é
14 pa-
15 pi-
16 pra-
17 sa-

                                                
1 In this paper, the standard Ngoko lexicon is used, and there is no discussion of its dialectal variation in West
Java, Central Java, East Java, etc. 
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Javanese Ngoko affixes are divided into seventeen prefixes, four infixes, eight 

suffixes and thirteen circumfixes2 (Sudaryanto 1992). We will focus on two of the affixes, 

namely Tak  ‘I’ and Kok3 ‘you’.  In Javanese grammar books, these are described as ‘passive 

markers’ which attach to verbs as prefixes (Bintoro 1980, Sudaryanto 1992, Tim Pengajar 

Jurusan Sastra Daerah Program Studi Jawa FSUI. 2001, and Robson 2002).  However, as we 

will see, it is not clear that this is all there is to say about these two grammatical morphemes. 

In addition to functioning as “passive markers”, tak- and kok- seem able to occur with other 

functions in active sentences. This raises a number of empirical questions which have 

ramification for theoretical issues. Is the “passive” sentence in Javanese really the same as the 

Indo-European passive sentence? That is, does it change the argument structure of the 

predicate it attaches to denoting the subject; or rather does it only affect information

structure? Are sentences containing tak- or kok- which appear to be active rather than passive 

really passive after all, despite appearance to the contrary? If tak- or kok- can really occur 

with different functions in active sentence, is this because they themselves have other 

functions or because these are other grammatical morphemes with the same phonetic 

contract? The objective of this thesis is to investigate these matters and to attempt to resolve 

the empirical issues.

Tak- is traditionally described as the first person singular passive prefix and kok- is 

the second person singular passive prefix. If the logical subject is third person singular or 

plural, then the passive prefix di- must be used instead. The distribution of these three 

morphemes is partially illustrated in (1) – (3).  In each case of (1) –(3) , sentence (a) is an 

                                                
2 A Circumfix is a single morpheme consisting of two parts, a prefix and a suffix.  e.g. lurah ‘ a person who 
rules a village’ as a root word + circumfix ke-/-an  become kelurahan ‘city hall’. Separating the circumfix ke-/-
an from its root word yields to ungrammaticality, e.g. *kelurah or *lurahan.  In Javanese grammar books, 
“konfix” is usually used in stead of  “circumfix” (Bintoro 1980, Sudaryanto 1992, Robson 2002)
3 Tak has dak ‘I’ as its variant. Dak is mostly used in written literature while tak occurs in colloquial speech. 
However, Kok has Mbok as its variant and both productively occur in colloquial speech. 
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active sentence, as indicated by the presence of the active mood verb prefix ng-4; (b) is the 

so-called passivization of (a); and (c) and (d) are ungrammatical as passivizations of (a) 

although they are grammatical when interpreted as assigning a meaning different from that of 

(a).5

(1) a. Aku    nggawa      klambine             ibu       menyang  penjahit 

1.SG ACT6-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor       

‘I take mother’s clothes to a tailor’

     b. Klambine            ibu       takgawa                     menyang  penjahit 

clothes-POSS     mother  1.SG-PASS.take       to            tailor       

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a tailor by me’

     c. *Klambine            ibu      kokgawa                    menyang  penjahit 

‘clothes-POSS     mother  2.SG-PASS.take       to            tailor’       

    d. *Klambine          ibu         digawa                          menyang  penjahit dening dheweke

  ‘clothes-POSS   mother  3.SG/PL-PASS.take       to            tailor       by       3.SG’

(2) a. Kowe    nggawa      klambine            ibu       menyang  penjahit

2.SG      ACT-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor       

‘You take mother’s clothes to a tailor’

     b. Klambine            ibu       kokgawa                     menyang penjahit

clothes-POSS     mother  2.SG-PASS.take       to            tailor       

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a tailor by you’

                                                
4 One of the most salient superficial differences between the Javanese and the English voice system is that 
whereas English only overtly marks passive, Javanese overtly marks active as well.
5 The grammatical meaning shows in parentheses. The grammaticality of (b) shows by the sentence meaning 
while (c) and (d) show by the glossary.
6 Javanese ACT (active marker) nasalization which attaches to the root word as a prefix (N- and its variant Ng-, 
Ny-, or M-), e.g. pacul ‘hoe’ + ACT (N-) becomes  macul ‘to hoe’. 
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     c. *Klambine            ibu        takgawa                    menyang  penjahit

  ‘clothes-POSS     mother  1.SG-PASS.take       to            tailor’       

    d. *Klambine            ibu         digawa                          menyang  penjahit dening dheweke

 ‘clothes-POSS    mother  3.SG/PL-PASS.take       to            tailor       by       3.SG’

(3) a. Dheweke    nggawa      klambine            ibu       menyang  penjahit

3.SG          ACT-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor       

‘He/she take mother’s clothes to a tailor’

     b. Klambine            ibu       digawa                            menyang  penjahit dening dheweke

clothes-POSS     mother  3.SG/PL-PASS.take       to            tailor        by        3.SG

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a tailor by him/her’

     c. *Klambine             ibu        takgawa                    menyang  penjahit

  ‘clothes-POSS     mother  1.SG-PASS.take       to            tailor’       

    d. *Klambine            ibu         kokgawa                 menyang  penjahit

  ‘clothes-POSS   mother  2.SG-PASS.take       to            tailor’       

Beside their function as “personalized passive marker”, tak and kok also seem able to 

occur in active sentences, here functioning as singular pronouns of first and second person.  

Tak and kok as pronouns are syntactically and morphologically very similar to tak- and kok-

as personalized passive markers because, unlike the other personal pronouns in Javanese

which are independent words, tak- and kok- as pronouns are bound morphemes. They must 

attach to a verb. In sentence (4) and (5), we will see tak- and kok- functioning as personal 

pronouns.  
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(4) Takgawa klambine           ibu       menyang penjahit

1.SG-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor

‘I brought mother’s clothes to a tailor’

(5) Kokgawa klambine             ibu       menyang penjahit

2.SG-take   clothes-POSS  mother  to            tailor

‘You brought mother’s clothes to a tailor’

Note that the only different between the active sentence in (4) and the passive 

sentence in (1b) is the word order: the object NP klambine ibu ‘mother’s clothes’ is in 

grammatical subject position in (1b) but in grammatical object position in (4). Note also that 

while (4) has exactly the same meaning as (1a), it does not have an active voice marker. 

Apparently, this is blocked by the presence of the prefix tak- even though it does not signal 

passive voice in (4). The same can be said for the contrast between (5), when kok- seems to 

function as a personal pronoun, and (2b) when it seems to function as a passive marker. 

In addition, tak- and kok- also seem able to occur in active sentences with a modal 

function, consider the data in (6) and (7). 

(6) Mengko dhisik         ya       Dhik Tita, Mas Dody   tak     adus dhisik 

            FUT       previously PAR  PTY Tita,  PTO Dody MOD  bathe previously

           ‘Just wait for a moment Tita, Dody is going to take a bath first’ (cf. Subroto, 1994: 67)

(7) Iya, aku       njaluk       pamit                         ibu      dhisik        kok

            PAR 1.SG  ACT.ask  permission.to.leave  mother  previously  MOD

         ‘Yes, I did ask mother a permission to leave first!’ (and you are supposed to know it)

Note that unlike their uses as passive markers and as personal pronouns, here tak- and 

kok- are not personalized. The subject of (6) is Dody (3rd rather than 1st person) and the 
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subject of (7) is the speaker (1st rather than 3rd person). Moreover, although tak occurs 

preverbally in (6), in (7) kok is a sentence final and clearly a free standing word. In addition, 

the modality of tak in (6) is not the same as that of kok in (7).  In (6), tak is a quasi-aspectual 

modal operator roughly comparable in meaning to English “is going to”, “want to”, etc. In 

(7), kok is a pragmatic operator marking an emphatic assertion.

(8) Aku           tak      alon-alon nggenjot     pite      

1.SG-FM  MOD   slow-RED ACT-ride bike-DEF

‘I am going to ride my bike slowly’ 

(9) Aku           kok       alon-alon nggenjot     pite       

1.SG-FM  MOD   slow-RED ACT-ride bike-DEF

‘I did ride my bike slowly’ 

In (8) and (9), although modal tak and kok occur preverbally here, they are clearly not 

prefixes since they are separated from the verb by the adverb alon-alon ‘slowly’. Are tak and 

kok each single morphemes which have different functions, or are they different morphemes 

that have the same phonetic form? An example from another language of the first possibility 

is English past tense. Past tense can be used to refer to past time (10a), or to signal irrealis 

(10b), or it can have no meaning (10c): 

(10) a. John opened the window (past time)

       b. If John opened the window,… (irrealis)

       c. John thought the world was round (tense concord).

An example from English of two distinct morphemes having the same phonetic form

are demonstrative that and complementizer that. Could the same be said of tak and kok? How 
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can we determine the correct answer to this question? When two distinct morphemes are 

homophonous they can be identified as such by their different syntactic properties. For

example, we can distinguish demonstrative that from complementizer that by their systematic 

properties. Demonstrative that precedes NPs and is a head of a DP whereas complementizer 

that is base-generated as the head of CP:  

(11)  [IP [DP that boy] [I is [VP crying]]]

(12)  [IP [NP John [VP said [CP that [IP [NP it [VP was Sunday]]]]]]]

As it turns out in this case, the difference in syntactic properties corresponds to a difference 

in meaning. Demonstrative that assigns a definiteness meaning, while complementizer that

has no meaning. However, semantic criteria are not reliable, since sometime a single 

morpheme may have many related meanings as is the case of English Past Tense. Therefore, 

in our endeavor to address the empirical question for tak and kok we will rely on syntactic 

criteria alone.

(13)  [IP [NP John [VP said [CP Ø [IP [NP it [VP was Sunday]]]]]]]

This paper will be organized in the following way. In the first part, background 

information about the Javanese language will be given. Javanese grammatical structures in 

terms of noun phrases, verb phrases, adjective phrases, and sentence structure will be covered 

here. Subsequently, our discussion will focus on the functions of tak and kok as passive 

markers, personal pronouns, and modal operators. 
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2. The Javanese Language

2.1 Some History 

The Javanese language which is spoken nowadays is known as Modern Javanese. 

This is slightly different from Old Javanese, which was spoken in the 16th century. Modern 

Javanese arose during the transition from Hindu-Buddha culture to Islamic culture, and many 

of the registers of Javanese emerged during this transistion, specifically in the 17th century 

under the reign of King Sultan Agung, who ruled the Mataram dynasty. 

Javanese is reportedly the 11th most widely spoken language in the world today.  It is 

spoken by 75.2 million people in Indonesia and 75.5 million worldwide. The speakers are 

spread among many islands in Indonesia, from the west part to the north part of Indonesia, 

e.g Java, Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Maluku, as well as Papua. The  Javanese 

language is also spoken by descendants of Javanese migrants internationally, such as those in 

Malaysia, Singapore, the Netherlands, Surinam, and New Caledonia.  Javanese migrants in 

Surinam came on August 9th 1890 until December 1939 by the Dutch government. By

Surinam Independence Day in 1975, 30.000 on 60.000 Javanese descendants migrated to the 

Netherlands. This also happened in New Caledonia in the beginning of the 20th century.

Moreoever, based on the district position, Javanese has three major dialects, e.g. West 

Javanese dialect: Banten, Cirebon, Tegal; Central Javanese dialect: Surakarta and 

Yogyakarta7; and East Javanese dialects: Surabaya, Malang, Pasuruan.

Javanese is a member of the Austronesian language family, the west part respectively, 

together with Melayu (Indonesian root language), Sundanese, Balinese, Madurese, Bugis, 

North Sulawesi languages and Philippines. As a family, these languages often have similarity 

in morphemes and affixes.  

                                                
7 These two cities recognized as the center of Javanese language spreading
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2.2 The Noun Phrase

Noun phrases (NP) in Javanese lack numeral marking. Plurality of NPs is not 

indicated by a suffix as English plural marking, therefore NPs are able to be interpreted either 

as plural or as singular, as illustrated in (14).

(14) Bapak ngangon        sapi   neng kebon mburi

Father ACT-herd    cow    at      field   back

‘Father herd a cow/cows at the back yard’

A specific amount is indicated by using the prefix sa- (equivalent to one) or a numeral 

followed by a classifier, as illustrated in (15) and (16).

(15) Ibu         nukuake             aku   sapotong       kain batik

Mother   ACT-buy-BEN 1.SG one-CLASS8 fabric batik

‘Mother bought me a piece of batik fabric’

(16) Joko nggoleki                  patang         ekor       kambinge     sing   ucul  mau esuk

Joko  ACT-find-ITTER four-LIG     CLASS   goat-POSS   REL loose PER morning 

‘Joko is looking for his four goats which lose this morning’

2.2.1 Pronouns

The distribution of personal pronouns in Javanese Ngoko is shown in following table.  

Table II. Javanese Ngoko Personal Pronoun (from Sawardi 2004).

SingularPronoun
Free-morpheme Bound-Morpheme

Plural

First Person Aku Tak Kita9

Second Person Kowe Kok Kowe
Third Person Dheweke - -

                                                
8 Javanese has different classifiers: wong for human, ekor for animate, potong for inanimate. Moreover, nouns 
can function as classifiers in Javanese, e.g. sakranjang buah ‘one basket’ of  fruit
9 Kita ‘we’ occurred in  Sudaryanto 1992, and Robson 2002. Robson (2002) described kita ‘we’ as a loan word 
from Indonesian language. 
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Javanese has singular pronouns for first and second person both as free-morphemes 

and as bound-morphemes. For third person singular there is only a free morpheme. There are 

no plural 3rd person pronouns. Aku ‘I’ and Kowe ‘you’ are recognizable as free-morphemes 

due to their ability to stand alone separated from the predicate by negation or an adverb, as 

shown in (17).

(17) a. Aku/Kowe ora     nukokake           simbah            klambi

  1.SG/2.SG NEG ACT-buy-BEN  grandpa/ma    cloth

  ‘I/You did not buy a cloth for grandpa/ma’

b. Aku/Kowe   sesuk         arep     nukokake             simbah        klambi

  1.SG/2.SG tomorrow  ASP    ACT-buy-BEN  grandpa/ma    cloth

   ‘I/You will buy a cloth for grandpa/ma tomorrow’

However, tak and kok are not able to stand alone and behave as a word. In sentence 

construction, they have to be attached to a root word, to a verb respectively; to form a 

predicate10. Separating tak and kok from the predicate by a negation, or an adverb yields 

ungrammaticality as shown in (18). In (18a) tak as a first person singular pronoun is attached 

to a root word tuku ‘buy’, together with the suffix –ake, to form a benefactive predicate.

(18) a. Taktukokake        simbah         klambi

   1.SG-buy-BEN  grandpa/ma    cloth

   ‘I bought a cloth for grandpa/ma’

b. *tak    ora arep      nukokake          simbah         klambi

     1.SG NEG FUT ACT-buy-BEN  grandpa/ma    cloth

      ‘I will not buy a cloth for grandpa/ma’

                                                
10 An additional example of tak and kok as bound morphemes which attached to root word and formed 
predicates is on a table in Chapter 6 Appendix. 
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On the other hand, Javanese plural pronouns do not have various forms, compared to 

singular pronouns. Robson (2002) notes that an alternative of first person plural pronoun is 

awake dhewe ‘we’ which literary means ‘ourselves or oneself’. Another first person plural 

pronoun is formed from the singular aku ‘1.SG’ plus the morpheme kabeh ‘all’ e.g. Aku 

kabeh ‘We’ (lit. ‘I all’) or kowe kabeh, which literary means ‘you all’. Because there is no 

third person plural pronoun, reduplication of the noun fulfills this function, e.g. wong-wong 

kae ‘they’ which literary means ‘person-Reduplication that or those people’.  

(19) Wong-wong kae munggah       kaji  nalika                sasi Dzulkaidah

Person-RED  that ACT-raise   hajj  on.the.moment  month Dzulkaidah11

‘They   go to hajj in Dzulkaidah’

2.2.2 Wh-words

As Robson (2002) notes wh-questions in Javanese have two syntactic functions: 

interrogative pronoun and interrogative adjective.

Table III. Javanese Interrogative Words (from Robson (2002)) 

Ngoko Madya Krama English

Sapa - Sinten Who? Which person?

Apa napa Punapa What? What kind of?

Endi - Pundi Where? Which?

Kepriye Kepripun Kadospundi How? What kind of?

Pira - Pinten How many?

Kapan - Kala punapa When?

                                                
11 A month in Islamic calendar and it is believed as a holly month by pilgrims.
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Interrogative words in Javanese remain in situ in sentence final position, and when 

they scramble into sentential position, for apa ‘what’ and sapa ‘who’, respectively, the 

presence of a relativizer is obligatory.

(20) Kowe arep tuku apa?

2.SG.  FUT buy what

‘what will you buy?’

(21) Apa sing arep      koktuku?

What REL FUT   2.SG.buy

‘what will you buy?’

(22) Kowe arep lunga kapan?

2.SG.  FUT go when

‘when will you go?’

(23) Kapan kowe arep lunga?

When  2.SG  FUT go

‘When will you go?’

2.3 The Verb Phrase

The Javanese language does not have tense, thus it is not morphologically marked. It 

is a so-called “discourse language”. In conversation, speaker and hearer infer time reference 

from the context: 

(24) Biyen       bapake             tau      nyambut      gawe neng laut.

Formerly father-POSS    used.to ACT-take   work    at     sea

‘Formerly his father   used to work at the sea’
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In order to describe effectively the Javanese verb phrase, this segment will divided 

into subparts.

2.3.1 Aspect

Javanese aspect markers may occur before the verb phrase (VP). These aspects are 

sometimes referred to as tenses in English12 descriptions of Javanese. They are: wis 

‘Perfective’, durung ‘Imperfective’, lagi ‘Durative’13, arep ‘Future’ 

(25) Joko wis   macul       sawahe                bapak

Joko PER  ACT-hoe rice.field-POSS   father

‘Joko dug father’s rice field by using a hoe’

(26) Joko durung   macul        sawahe               bapak

Joko IMP        ACT-hoe rice.field-POSS   father

‘Joko has not dig father’s rice field by using a hoe’

(27) Joko lagi   macul         sawahe                  bapak

Joko DUR   ACT-hoe  rice.field-POSS   father

‘Joko is digging father’s rice field by using a hoe’

(28) Joko arep   macul        sawahe               bapak

Joko FUT    ACT-hoe rice.field-POSS   father

‘Joko will dig father’s rice field by using a hoe’

2.3.2 Modal

Modality in Javanese is classified into three parts (Sudaryanto, 1992). First, kudu

‘really have to’ which includes kena ‘can’, entuk ‘may’, oleh ‘allow’, bisa ‘can’, emoh

‘unwilling’, and wegah ‘unwilling’. Second, mesthi ‘should have been’, which consists of 
                                                
12 Adopted term from Djiang (1989)
13 Lagi is mentioned by Uhlenbeck (1965) and Sawardi (2004) by the meaning of ‘in the middle of processes. 
However, it is more similar to present continuous tense in English.
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cetha ‘obvious’, sajak ‘seem’; and third, pancen ‘certainly’, which has malah ‘even’ as its 

member. 

(29) Aku   kudu     lulus kuliah tahun iki

1.SG have.to pass  school year    this

‘I should finish my study this year’ (Lit. I have to pass school this year)

(30) Yen kowe katampa14         neng Universitas Utrecht kowe mesthi                     sinau 

If     2.SG PASS-accept    at       Universitas Utrecht 2.SG should.have.been   study

       sing sregep

REL diligent

‘If you are accepted in Utrecht University, you should diligently study’

(31) Joko pancen    bocah wangkal

Joko certainly child    naughty 

‘Joko is certainly a naughty boy’

2.3.3 Negation

Javanese has two negation operators, ora ‘not’ and dudu ‘not’. Ora is the general 

form of negation in standard Javanese, but it is widely used in Central Java. However, in the 

east part and the coast part of the Java Island, ora is often shortened to ra or gak15. Dudu is 

similar across many areas of the Java Island.

The difference between ora and dudu as negative markers shows itself with the 

predicate forms. Ora is applied to verbal predicates, while dudu is applied to nominal 

predicates. 

                                                
14 Prefix Ka- is one of passive markers in Javanese beside prefix di-, tak- and kok-
15 Ra and gak are considered as dialects. 
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 Verbal predicate

(32) Joko ora arep lunga menyang endi-endi

Joko NEG FUT go    to            where-where

‘Joko is going nowhere’

(33) *Joko dudu arep lunga menyang endi-endi

  Joko NEG FUT go    to            where-where

‘Joko is going nowhere’

 Nominal predicate 

(34) Iku dudu omahe             Pak16 Sibin

That NEG house-DEF   PTO Sibin

‘That is not Mr. Sibin’s house’

(35) *Iku    ora  omahe            Pak Sibin

That NEG house-DEF  PTO Sibin

‘That is not Mr. Sibin’s house’

2.3.4 Particles

Javanese has many particles which productively occur colloquially.  Sudaryanto 

(1992) divided these into three classes. First, “softening” particles, e.g. kok and mbok; 

second, supplementary particles, e.g. dhing, je, ta; and third, priority particles, e.g. tak. 

 Softening particles consist of kok and mbok which, commonly precede the verbs in 

order to introduce a degree of tentativeness on the part of the speaker.

                                                
16 Pak is a polite term refers to older man or a man with a higher social statue than the speaker. 
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(36) Kok bisa-bisane         suamine             megat               istrine          sing  lagi    meteng

PAR able-able-LIG    husband-DEF     ACT-divorce wife-POSS   REL DUR pregnant

‘How could he divorced his pregnant wife’

(37) Adhimu17                mbok  koksekolahake         saiki  mumpung              wis   wayahe 

PTY-2.SG.POSS     PAR   2.SG-school-ake18  now  should.have.been  PER time-DEF

sinau 

study 

‘You better send your brother to school now while it is time (for him) to study’ (Lit. 

Your brother was made to school by you now while it is time for study). 

 A supplementary particle is used to emphasize the accuracy of the information 

conveyed by the sentences, to ask for certainty from the hearer. The particles dhing, 

je, and ta usually occur  in sentence final position, but dhing and je can scramble short 

distances:  

(38) Sesuk         rapate               jam     telu, dhing.

Tomorrow  meeting-DEF   watch  three, PAR

‘The meeting will be held at three o’clock tomorrow (and please be aware that this is 

the correct information)’. 

(39) Kucinge    je    sing nyocolong iwake

Cat-DEF PAR REL ACT-steal      fish-DEF

‘(please be understand that) the cat (which actually) stole the fish’

                                                
17 Adhi in Javanese is a polite term to assign a younger person (PTY) than the hearer. It does not have gender 
marking. However, a polite term to assign to older person than the hearer has a gender marking: Mbak (female) 
and Mas (male). 
18 Suffix –ake is a suffix which gives benefactive meaning. 
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(40) Kowe ta      sing ngguyu       cekakakan

2.SG  PAR  REL ACT-laugh laughing.one’s.head.of

‘(It is) you (who) laughed out loud’

 A primary particle is a particle which refers to a primary action which would be 

conducted by the speaker as soon as possible. This primary action is recognized by 

the term propositive. 

(41) Simbok tak    nuruake                   adhimu                 dhisik

Mother  PAR  ACT-sleep-BEN19 PTY-2.SG.POSS previously

‘Mother will made your little brother sleep first’

Robson gives additional information about particles which are productively used in 

colloquial conversation, e.g. ya, rak and ta, as well as wong.

 Ya is abbreviated from iya ‘yes’, and as a particle it can be translated as indeed. It is 

usually put before verbs and it described to strengthen the predicated.

(42) Nawawi  iya    wis      tau    tilik malah bengine      turu  kono  (c.f. Robson 2002, 122)

Nawawi  PAR  PERF  ever  visit even   night-DEF sleep there

‘Nawawi did once visit (him) and even slept there that night’ 

(43) Iya     Mbakyu Amatsukemi kae (c.f. Robson, 2002: 122)

     PAR  PTO      Amatsukemi there

‘That was (indeed) Amatsukemi you know’

(44) O, mesti    bae ana,   ya      kuwi kang Mahakuasa (c.f. Robson, 2002: 122)

Oh have.to just exist, PAR that    REL Almighty

‘Oh, of course there is, that is, the Almighty’ 

                                                
19 Circumfix N-root verb –ake occurs in active sentence and gives benefactive meaning to the sentence. 
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 Rak and ta are particles in affirmative sentences. They can occur together or stand alone 

without being accompanied by each other. Rak which stand alone usually occurs before 

the word it affirmed. 

(45) Doktor iku    rak     pinter banget (c.f. Robson, 2002: 123)

Doctors that  PAR  clever  very

‘Doctors are very clever, aren’t they?’

Ta which stands alone (not to be confused with tak) usually has a meaning of asking for 

an answer. Moreover, it is always put in sentence final position.

(46) Kowe arep lunga menyang endi     ta?

2.SG   FUT go      to            where PAR

‘Where are you going to go, then?’

Rak which occur together with ta has the same construction as they used to. Rak

precedes the word it affirmed and ta puts in the end of a sentence.

(47) Omahe            rak neng sisih kulon kae ta?

House-DEF PAR at    side west   that PAR

‘The house is on the west side, isn’t it?

 Wong is a particle that introduces an explanation.

(48) Becike      lunga saiki wae, wong awake dhewe isih kudu     mampir neng endi-endi

Good-DEF go       now  just, PAR  we                  still have.to Drop.by  at  where-RED

‘It would be best just to go now; after all we still have to drop by at some places.’
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2.35 Adverbs

Javanese adverbs occur in different positions (Robson, 2002). First, they can precede a 

verb, e.g. kerep ‘frequently’, kurang ‘not enough’, terus ‘directly’, enggal-enggal ‘quickly, 

arang-arang ‘seldom’. 

(49) Omahe           kerep dadi        panggonan kumpule      bocah-bocah.

House-DEF    ADV  become place           gather-DEF child-child

‘The house is frequently become children’s gathering place’

Second, they are able to be used together with an auxiliary.

(50)  Amir        wis  suwe diangkat               dadi         pegawe tetep

Amir        PER long   PASS-promote  become  staff       permanent

‘Amir was prometed to become as a permanent staff for along time’

Third, some adverbs are able to be put after verbs, and these adverbs usually occur in 

reduplication.

(51) Simbah        mlaku          alon-alon

Grandpa/ma ACT-walk slowly-RED

‘The grandpa/ma walks slowly’

Forth, temporal adverbs are able to occur in either sentence initial position or sentence 

final position:

(52)  Saiki Jakarta wis   kakehan       brayat

Now  Jakarta  PER ke-many-an20 citizen  

‘Now Jakarta has a lot of citizen’ (compare to previous years)

                                                
20 Circumfix ke- /-an which applies to an adjective as a root word leads to comparative meaning.
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(53)  Jakarta wis   kakehan       brayat saiki

Jakarta  IMP ke-many-an citizen  now

‘Jakarta has a lot of citizen now’ (compare to previous years)

Moreover, Javanese has degree adverbs, which usually occur together with adjectives. 

Those degree adverbs are able to put in two different positions. First, they precede the 

adjective words, e.g. rada ‘somewhat or rather’, and ora pati ‘not very’.

(54)  Omahe            Bayu rada adoh saka omahku

House-POSS  Bayu somewhat far   from  house-1.SG-POSS

‘Bayu’s house is somewhat far from my house’

Second, they follow the adjective words, e.g. banget ‘very much’, and temen ‘very’ 

(55)  Omahe            Bayu adoh banget        saka omahku

House-POSS  Bayu far     very.much  from  house-1.SG-POSS

‘Bayu’s house is very far from my house’

2.4 The Adjectives Phrases

The Javanese language allows adjectives phrases (AP) as a predicate as well as an NP 

in sentence construction.

(56)  Bocahe       (ora pati) lemu

Child-DEF not    very  fat

‘The child is (not very) fat’
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(57)  Mobile     sing   apik       banget kae ketiban21             klapa

Car-DEF  REL beautiful very    that PASS-fall-LOC  coconut

‘That most beautiful car was accidentally hit by a coconut’

2.5 The Sentence Structure

Javanese sentence structure is SVO as in (54)

(58)  Pesawat sing ora pati gedhe kuwi ngilang neng tengahe       segara  

Plane     REL not very big   that  ACT-lose  at    middle-LIG  ocean

‘That not very big plane lost in the middle of an ocean’

2.5.1 Types of predicates

Bintoro (1980) divides Javanese predicates into two types:  a class of predicates 

formed from transitive verbs and nouns (particularly instruments or materials) and a class of 

predicates formed from intransitives verbs, adjectives, adverbs, numerals, and nouns (beside 

instruments or materials). Moreover, in an active sentence, the predicates are formed by 

merging a root word into nasalization as the active marker. 

(59)  Ibu        nuku        klambi anyar neng pasar

Mother ACT-buy cloth     new     at market

‘Mother bought a new cloth at a market’

However, passive sentence is formed by using passive markers. Javanese has five 

passive markers, first, through prefix di- as a passive marker of third person singular pronoun 

and NPs. 

                                                
21 Prefix ke- in Javanese is considered as adversative passive marker or a passive marker of an action which 
happened by accident. Suffix –an refers to a locative meaning. Therefore circumfix ke-/-an forms a passive 
predicate which has been done accidentally on a particular location. 
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(60) Klambi anyare          dituku ibu neng pasar

Cloth    new-DEF     PASS-buy  at market

‘The new cloth was bought by mother at a market’

 Second, prefix tak- as a passive marker of first person singular pronoun and third, 

prefix kok- as a passive marker of second person singular pronoun. 

(61)  Klambi anyare          taktuku              neng pasar

 Cloth    new-DEF     1.SG.PASS-buy  at market

‘The new cloth was bought by me at a market’

(62)  Klambi anyare          koktuku              neng pasar

 Cloth    new-DEF     2.SG.PASS-buy  at market

‘The new cloth was bought by you at a market’

Forth, prefix ka- which is a variant of di-, and the last, prefix ke- as a passive marker 

of all pronouns and NPs with a specific meaning of an actions which happened by accident. 

(63)  Klambine    sing dicolong       maling      ketemu       neng  pasar dening

 Cloth-DEF  REL PASS-steal  thief         PASS-find       at  market by         

adhiku

PTY-2.SG-POSS

 ‘The cloth which has been stolen by a theft was found accidentally at the market by 

my younger brother/sister’ 

As Bintoro (1980) notes all predicates are able to combine with suffixes. All 

predicates formed in one type of class can combine with suffixes –ake and -i . The suffix -ake

for this type of predicate yields a benefactive meaning. Meanwhile, the suffix –i yields an 
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iterative meaning with this class of predicates. With the other class of predicate, the suffix -

ake gives a benefactive meaning only to predicates which derive from nouns and numeral 

root words. For the other words of this class, it forms a causative predicate. The suffix –i in 

this class forms either locative or iterative predicates. 

 Type one class predicates

(64)  Ibu        njaitake                aku     klambi

Mother  ACT-sew-BEN    1.SG  cloth 

‘Mother sew a cloth for me’

(65)  Wit-witane    ditebangi               wingi          sore

Tree-RED-DEF  PASS-cut-ITTER  yesterday  afternoon

‘Those trees were cut (continuously) yesterday afternoon’

 Type two class predicates

(66)  Ibu         nyatusake                 simbah         minggu ngarep

Mother   ACT-hundred-BEN grandpa/ma  week      front

‘Next week mother will commemorate the hundred days of the dead of grandpa/ma’

(67)  Yu Siyem nggedhekake        awake

Yu Siyem ACT-big-CAUS body-POSS

‘Yu Siyem made her body into bigger’ 

(68)  Bukune       sing anyar disuweki                bocah-bocah

Book-DEF  REL new  PASS-tear-ITTER child-RED

‘The new book was torn by the children’

(69)  Alun-alune               digedheni            dening pemerintah

Centre-RED-DEF  PASS-big-LOC    by        government 

‘The (building) in the centre was turned into bigger by the government’ 
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 In brief, Javanese is an SVO language which has two types of predicate classes. 

Moreover, it does not have tense marking.
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3. Functions of Tak and Kok

Tak and Kok in Javanese grammar books22 are widely known as passive markers as 

well as modal operators. As bound-morphemes they attach to a root word to assign a passive 

meaning; as free-morphemes they assign a propositive23 meaning. Moreover, in assigning a 

passive meaning tak and kok refer to the agent. Thus, such passive sentences are roughly 

comparable to long passives in English with by me or by you. As a modal operator tak and 

kok  have more sophisticated positions in sentence construction. Therefore, in sentences (71a-

b), which are the passive sentences of (70a-b), tak or kok are known as passive markers which 

refer to the AGENT of the passive construction is tak ‘I’ or kok ‘you’.

(70) a. Aku           nyilih             montore       Danang

    1.SG-FM   ACT-borrow  Car-POSS   Danang

    ‘I borrow Danang’s car’

b.  Kowe          nyilih             montore      Danang

    2.SG-FM     ACT-borrow  Car-DEF     Danang

    ‘You borrow Danang’s car’

(71) a. Montore    Danang   taksilih          

    Car-POSS Danang    1.SG-PASS.borrow

    ‘Danang’s car was borrowed by me’

b. Montore    Danang   koksilih          

      Car-POSS Danang    2.SG-PASS.borrow

      ‘Danang’s car was borrowed by you’

                                                
22 Sudaryanto (1992), Tim Pengajar Jurusan Sastra Daerah Program Studi Jawa FSUI (2001), Robson (2002)  
Arifin, et.al. (2006). 
23 Propositive refers to an action which will be conducted as soon as possible (Sudaryanto (1992)).
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In (71a-b), we can see that tak- and kok- as personalized passive markers have the same 

position in passive sentence construction. On the other hand, in sentences (72) - (73) as 

rewritten from (8) – (9), tak and kok  are known as modal operators.

(72) Aku           tak      alon-alon nggenjot     pite       

1.SG-FM  MOD   slow-RED ACT-ride bike-DEF

‘I will ride my bike slowly’ 

(73) Aku           kok      alon-alon nggenjot     pite       

1.SG-FM  MOD   slow-RED ACT-ride bike-DEF

‘I did ride my bike slowly’ 

However, beside these two recognized functions, tak and kok in Javanese linguistics 

have another function as pronouns, first and second person singular respectively. Although 

this function is less acceptable in standard language, it is widespread in colloquial Javanese. 

The following subchapters will describe about these functions of tak and kok in Javanese in 

greater detail.

3.1. Tak and kok as personalized passive markers

Javanese has three personalized passive markers. The personalized passive markers 

are tak-, kok- and di- in bound morpheme constructions. These three passive markers in 

Javanese are bound morphemes which attach to a root word and passivize a sentence. 

Although they have similar position in a sentence construction, they assign different 

meanings. Tak- is a marker to assign a passive meaning which is conducted by an AGENT of 

the first person singular; kok-  assigns a passive meaning which is conducted by an AGENT 

of second person singular. Di- is a passive marker referring to an AGENT of third person and 

plurals. However unlike tak and kok , di- must co-occur with a DP that refers to the subject, 
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whereas tak and kok  can not co-occur with free morpheme 1st or 2nd person singular 

pronouns that refers to the subject. In sentences (74) – (78), in each of these cases, sentence 

(a) is an active sentence while sentence (b) is a passive sentence counterpart of (a).

(74) a. Aku    nggawa         klambine         ibu       menyang  penjahit

1.SG ACT24-take   clothes-POSS  mother  to            tailor       

‘I take mother’s clothes to a tailor’

       b. Klambine          ibu       takgawa                     menyang  penjahit

clothes-POSS   mother  1.SG-PASS.take       to            tailor       

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a tailor by me’

(75) a. Kowe    nggawa      klambine            ibu       menyang  penjahit

2.SG      ACT-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor       

‘You take mother’s clothes to a tailor’

       b. Klambine         ibu       kokgawa                     menyang  penjahit

clothes-POSS  mother  2.SG-PASS.take       to            tailor       

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a tailor by you’

(76) a. Dheweke    nggawa      klambine           ibu       menyang  penjahit

3.SG          ACT-take   clothes-POSS   mother  to            tailor       

‘He/she takes mother’s clothes to a tailor’

     b. Klambine          ibu       digawa                            menyang  penjahit dening dheweke

clothes-POSS  mother  3.SG/PL-PASS.take       to            tailor        by        3.SG

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a tailor by him/her’

                                                
24 Javanese ACT (active marker) represents by the presence of nasalization which attaches to a root word as 
prefixes (N-) to derive a predicate and it usually has a morphological changing, e.g. pacul ‘hoe’ + ACT (N-) 
turned into macul ‘to hoe’. 
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(77) a. Bocah-bocah kae nggawa      klambine             ibu       menyang  penjahit

Child-RED    that ACT-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor       

‘the children take mother’s clothes to a tailor’

     b. Klambine           ibu       digawa                     menyang  penjahit dening

clothes-POSS  mother  3.SG/PL-PASS.take  to            tailor        by        

bocah-bocah kae

child-RED  that

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a tailor by the children’

(78) a. Dimas    nggawa      klambine     ibu       menyang  penjahit

Dimas ACT-take   clothes-POSS  mother  to            tailor       

‘Dimas takes mother’s clothes to a tailor’

     b. Klambine      ibu       digawa                            menyang  penjahit dening Dimas

cloth-(n)e     mother  3.SG/PL-PASS.take       to            tailor        by        Dimas

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a tailor by Dimas’

Based on the examples above, we can see Javanese passive markers as in table IV.

Table IV. Javanese Passive Markers

Pronoun Singular Plural

First Person Tak- di-

Second Person Kok- di-

Third Person di- di-
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The status of tak and kok as passive markers in Javanese is not debatable25. However, 

the function of tak- and kok- as passive markers seems to differ little from that of  tak- and 

kok- as personal pronouns. In both cases, tak- and kok- function as bound morphemes.  

Syntactically, the distinction between tak- and kok- as passive markers and tak and kok  as 

pronouns seems vacuous. However, Javanese active sentences are distinguishable from 

Javanese passive sentences by the DP in grammatical subject position. In (80), which is the 

passivization of (79), the THEME argument DP occurs in grammatical subject position; in 

(81), where tak functions as a personal pronoun, the grammatical subject position is 

phonetically empty and the THEME DP remains in its base-generated position within the VP 

(or to the right of the predicate in any case).

(79) Aku    nggawa      klambine             ibu       menyang  penjahit

1.SG ACT26-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor       

‘I take mother’s clothes to a tailor’

(80) Klambine           ibu      takgawa              menyang penjahit

Clothes-POSS   mother 1.SG-PASS.take  to            tailor

‘Mother’s clothes were taken to a taylor by me’ 

(81) Takgawa   klambine             ibu       menyang penjahit

1.SG-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor

‘I brought mother’s clothes to a tailor’

Based on the above three examples, we can see that the Javanese passive has a

different construction from the English passive. The English passive marker is identified by 

the past participle suffix –en which is base-generated under inflection and lowered to be able 

                                                
25 Bintoro (1980), Sudaryanto (1992), Tim Pengajar Jurusan Sastra Daerah Program Studi Jawa FSUI. (2001), 
Robson (2002), and Arifin et.al. (2006)
26 Javanese ACT (active marker) represents by the presence of nasalization which attaches to a root word as 
prefixes (N-) to derive a predicate and it usually has a morphological changing, e.g. pacul ‘hoe’ + ACT (N-) 
turned into macul ‘to hoe’. 
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to attach to a verb, and identified by arguments movement to fulfill theta roles. Therefore, 

arguments are important elements in English passive sentence. In (82) – (84), we can see 

English active sentence and passive sentences.

(82) John broke the window

(83)  *I broke ___________

(84) The window was broken by John.

In (82), this active sentence has two arguments: John as the external argument and the 

window as the internal argument. In (83), ungrammaticality results from the lack of an 

argument, violating the selectional requirements of break. In (84), as a passive sentence and a 

counterpart of (82), we can see that verb form has the passive suffix –en and THEME DP the 

window or the internal argument is raised and moved to grammatical subject position. In 

addition, in the long passive the denoted AGENT John, i.e. the external argument, occurs 

within an adjunct PP headed by a preposition ‘by’. In a broader sense, the effect on argument 

structure is the principal mark of passivization in English. This is also true of Javanese, 

however, this is so hard to see since Javanese has null objects, which makes it difficult to get 

evidence comparable to (83) that tak and kok do affect argument structure. In order to see that 

the Javanese passive really passivizes in the same sense as the English passive does, a 

discourse antecedent is needed.  Consider (85).

(85) Aku          ngerusake                  vas   kae

1.SG-FM  ACT-broke-CAUS vase that 

‘I (am the one who) broke that vase’

Sentence (85) is an active sentence asserted by a speaker who is admitting that he or 

she broke a vase. This sentence is grammatical because rusak ‘break’ is a two-place predicate 
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and sentence (85) has two overt arguments, namely aku ‘I’, the external argument (AGENT), 

vas ‘vase’ , the internal argument (THEME). Now consider (86), the analog of English 

sentence in (83) *[I broke__________]

(86) *Aku           ngerusake 

  1.SG-FM  ACT-broke-CAUS (vase that) 

 ‘I (am the one who) broke (that vase)’

Uttered out of the blue, (86) is ungrammatical because it lacks an overt internal 

argument, violating the selectional requirements of the predicate. However, in a discourse 

context such as (87), which establishes a discourse antecedent for a null object, (88) is 

grammatical. 

(87) Discourse context

A man went home and he saw his favorite vase from Ming Dynasty was broke into 

peaces. He suddenly saw his little boy who stood next to the vase. Then the boy said: 

(88) Aku         ngerusake 

 1.SG-FM REL   ACT-broke-CAUS vase that 

‘I (am the one who) broke that vase’

Sentence (88) is grammatical because a phonetically null internal argument is licensed

by the context. In general, Javanese is able to have non spell-out objects if they are 

contextually licensed but not otherwise. For this reason Javanese passivization may lack overt

objects as well; the AGENT of the action will always be expressed by a passive markers. 

Thus, short passive such as (89) and (90) are also fully grammatical.
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(89)                                   takrusakake                   (discourse antecedent with null object)

Non spell-out object    1.SG-PASS-broke-CAUS 

‘……..(the object) was broken by me’

(90)                                   kokrusakake                   (discourse antecedent with null object)

Non spell-out object   2.SG-PASS-broke-CAUS 

‘……..(the object) was broken by you’

It should be noted, that the non spell-out object shows the object DP does not have to 

occupy the grammatical subject position in a passive sentence, as shown by the 

grammaticality of (89) and (90). Thus, the Javanese passive markers do not absorb case. 

Therefore, in order to differentiate between tak- or kok- as pronouns and as passive 

makers are shown in position. In sentence (91) – (95).

(91) Aku           nyawang   dheweke      neng kaca

1.SG-FM   ACT-see     3.SG            on     mirror

‘I see him/her on the mirror’

(92) Dheweke taksawang      neng kaca

3.SG        1.SG-BM-see on     mirror

‘He/She was seen by me on the mirror’

(93) Kowe          nyawang   dheweke      neng kaca

2.SG-FM   ACT-see     3.SG            on     mirror

‘You see him/her on the mirror’

(94) Dheweke koksawang     neng kaca

3.SG         2.SG-BM.see on      mirror

‘He/She was seen by you on the mirror’
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(95) Tak/koksawang          dheweke  neng kaca

1.SG/2.SG-BM.see        3.SG       on    mirror

‘I/You saw him/her on the mirror’

Furthermore, tak- and kok- are able to be called as personalized passive markers 

because they bring an element of AGENT to the passive construction. The AGENT is filled 

in by pronouns (first or second person) and attach to the verb as proclitic. The availability of

tak -and kok- in filling a proclitic position is a major cause of nasal deletion.  In a sentence 

construction, Nasal as well as tak- or kok- are base-generated under inflection in Deep-

structure, then they are lowered to attach to a root word as proclitic to form a predicate in the 

head of VP in Surface-structure (a structure after a movement is happened).

Figure 1. Deep-structure of morpheme tak and kok and Nasal

             IP

  NP                 I’
                    
                    I                 VP
                            
                   tak-    V                    XP
                  kok-          (adopted from Baker (1989)

      Nasal

Figure 2. Surface-structure of morpheme tak and kok and Nasal

             IP

         spec               I’
                 
                     I                     VP
                                     
                     tj             V                  NP
                                
               takj- / kokj-+[V]                   

   Nasalj  -+[V]                   (adopted from Baker (1989)
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Therefore, the presence of Nasal as the active marker together with tak- or kok- as 

passive markers is restricted because they will compete in order to occupy the same landing 

sites: the position preceding the root word. Based on the similarity of landing sites between 

tak- or kok- and Nasal, nasal as an active marker is omitted in a passive construction. Based 

on this explanation, sentence (96) and sentence (97) with the occurrence of nasalization 

together with tak or kok, thus, lead to ungrammaticality.

(96) *Bukune      taknggawa     menyang perpustakaan

  Book-DEF 1.SG-BM   to             library

  ‘The book was brought by me to the library’

(97) *Bukune       koknggawa           menyang perpustakaan

     Book-DEF   1.SG-BF.bring   to            library

     ‘The book was taken by me to the library’

Furthermore, in a passive construction, the position of tak and kok attaching to verbs 

is followed by an object which is already moved and put in spec of IP.

(98) [IP Aku   [VP    nggawa        [NP bukune      [PP  menyang perpustakaan]]]]

   1.SG-FM    ACT-bring         Book-DEF       to            library

   ‘I take the book to the library’

(99) [IP Bukunei      [VP tak/kokgawa                 [NP ti     [PP  menyang perpustakaan]]]]

      Book-DEF     1.SG-BM/2.SG-BM-take                    to             library

      ‘The book was taken by me to the library’

Tak and kok as passive markers are also formed as bound-morphemes. Their position 

as bound morphemes is always attached to a root word; therefore, there is no element which 
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is able to occupy a position in between.  This explanation leads (100) and (101) as 

ungrammatical sentences. 

(100) *Bukune     tak    ora    gawa menyang perpustakaan

 Book-DEF    1.SG NEG bring  to            library

‘The book was not brought to the library by me”

(101) *Bukune      kok  ora   gawa menyang perpustakaan

Book-DEF   2.SG NEG bring  to            library

‘The book was not brought to the library by you’

Therefore, negative operators or adverbs appear in front of the passivized predicate, 

e.g. sentence (102) and (103).  

(102) Bukune      ora     tak/kokgawa                    menyang perpustakaan

Book-DEF  NEG 1.SG-BF/2.SG-BM-bring  to            library

‘The book was not brought to the library by me/you’

(103) Montore       alon-alon     koksetir             menyang kutha

Car-DEF       slow-RED   2.SG-BF.drive   to             city

‘The car was slowly driven by you to the city’

Moreover, a noticeable difference between tak- and kok- as pronouns compared to 

passive markers is the position of object. A passive parameter which is used in this writing is 

where the object is moved from an internal argument into an external argument position in 

order to acquire theta role and receive case. Then, there is a passive marker which is attached 

to a root word, e.g. English –en which is attached to English root transitive or intransitive 
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verbs and is applied as a passive markers, similar to the form of tak- and kok- in Javanese 

passive sentence. 

To sum up, tak- and kok- as personalized passive markers are strictly applied as bound 

morphemes and are not able to be separated from words they have to attach. As bound 

morphemes, they have a robust hypothesis to passivize a sentence. Moreover, the Javanese 

passive seems to be akin to the English passive construction by switching argument positions

where an internal argument moves to external argument position and an AGENT or an 

external argument is lowered. This similar passive construction commonly occurs in Javanese 

passive marker di- (see (76) – (78)). However, in the Javanese personalized passive markers 

tak- and kok-, the AGENT, first and second singular pronouns respectively, as the external 

argument is represented by passive markers which are obligatorily merged to a verb.

3.2. Tak and kok as personal pronouns

In subchapter 2.2.1, Sawardi (2004) stated tak and kok as Javanese pronouns for first 

and second person in bound morphemes. However, the function of tak- and kok- as pronouns 

has become a debatable issue for long period of time.  Uhlenbeck (1978) gave a brief 

example where tak- and kok- are considered as pronouns. 

(104) Iwake         takgorenge27 (cf. Uhlenbeck, 1978: 121)

            Fish-DEF   1.SG-fry-CAUS

           ‘The fish I am going to fry’ 

Sentence (104) shows that the presence of tak- which merged to a root verb goreng

‘fry’ is recognized as a pronoun of first person singular. However, most Javanese linguists 

strongly claimed that tak- and kok- are passive markers (Sudaryanto (1992), Arifin (2006), 

                                                
27 Suffix –e in sentence (79) is abbreviated from suffix –ake. Suffix –e mostly occur in colloquial Javanese 
during oral conversation. Suffix –e in here has a causative meaning ‘to make something fry’.
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Tim Pengajar Jurusan Sastra Daerah Program Studi Jawa FSUI. (2001)). Therefore, sentence 

(104) is able to be considered as a passive sentence. Although sentence (104) is referred to as 

a passive sentence, when iwake ‘the fish’ is deleted, the sentence is turned into (105) which 

refers to an active sentence.

(105) ____________ takgorenge

                         1.SG-BM.fry.CAUS

‘Let me fry it (Lit. I will cause something to fry)’

However, (105) is grammatical when there is a discourse antecedent to inform about 

the non-overt arguments, like in (106).

(106) Discourse antecedent.

Dimas: Aku    entuk iwak akeh   pas  mancing neng kalen.     

1.SG   get   fish    many while fishing    at     small.river   

Enake      iwake         dimasak apa ya?

It.is.better fish.DEF  PASS-cook what PAR?

‘I got many fishes when I was fishing at a small river. What will be a better 

cook (for the fishes)?’

Aku: (107)   Iwake takgorenge

    Fish-DEF   1.SG-fry-CAUS

                ‘The fish I am going to fry’ 

(108)  ______ takgorenge

                                    1.SG-BM.fry.CAUS

       ‘Let me fry it (Lit. I will cause something to fry)’
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In (106), we can see a discourse antecedent which triggered a question and the 

question is able to be answered by sentence (107) or (108).  As previously mentioned in 

subchapter (3.1), the presence of tak- or kok- as bound morphemes which attach to a root 

word, a verb respectively, implies to passive markers and personal pronouns.

(109) Aku    nulis   layang kanggo simbah

1.SG  write letter    for         grandpa/grandma

‘I wrote a letter to grandpa/grandpa’

(110) Layange        taktulis        kanggo simbah

Letter-DEF  1.SG.PASS-write    for        grandpa/grandma

The letter for grandpa/grandma was written by me’

(111) Taktulis     layange          kanggo simbah

1.SG-write  Letter-DEF    for        grandpa/grandma

‘The letter for grandpa/grandma was written by me’

In (110), tak- functions as a passive marker of first person singular which replaced the 

position of aku as an AGENT. However in (111), tak- functions as a personal pronoun

instead of a personalized passive marker. In (111), the sentence looks like an active sentence 

because tak- is applied in grammatical subject position of a sentence, while in general passive 

construction, the object NP layange ‘the letter’ moved and put on the grammatical subject 

position. 

Although the presence of tak- or kok- as pronouns is vacuous, yet in actual fact tak- or 

kok- which attach to a root verb and are put in sentence initial position are mostly recognized 

and able to be interpreted as pronouns, e.g. sentence (112) and (113) as comparison.
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(112) Aku            nggawa     klambine            ibu       menyang penjahit

1.SG-FM   ACT-take clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor

‘I brought mother’s clothes to a tailor/I will bring mother’s clothes to a tailor’

(113) Takgawa           klambine      ibu       menyang penjahit

1.SG-BM-take   clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor

‘I brought mother’s clothes to a tailor’

Sentence (112) and sentence (113) differ in the occurrence of aku ‘I’ and tak- ‘I’,

which occupy subject position. However, both have an active meaning. In (112), aku ‘I’ as a 

free-morpheme pronoun needs an occurrence of ACT to form an active sentence. In (113), 

ACT is omitted only because its landing site is occupied by bound morpheme tak- ‘I’. On the 

basis of what has been observed so far, it would seen that (113) ought to be the passivization 

of (112). However, in fact tak- ‘I’ in (113) is a pronoun not a passive marker. There is a 

semantic difference between (112) and (113) that resolves this apparent paradox. Whereas 

(112) can either refer to a past event or a future event, (113) can only refer to a completed 

action (which will generally also be a past event). In order to be able to define tak ‘I’ in (113) 

as a pronoun, a licensing discourse context is needed. For example, a context such as (114) 

would suffice.

(114) Discourse reference

A mother was going to a party and she asked her son to get her clothes from a drawer. 

However, he was not able to find them. So, he asked his sister about his mother’s 

clothes, saying:
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Son: Mbak,                       weruh klambine     ibu        sing28 neng lemari  apa    ora?

Older.female.sibling  see     clothes-POSS mother REL  at      drawer what not

‘Sister, do you see mother’s clothes (the one) in the drawer or not?’

The sister responds with (113) 

An active interpretation of (113) is licensed by the context described in (114), 

whereas a passive interpretation is not. This is because under a passive interpretation future 

time reference is allowed which is inconsistent with this context. That is, it would violate a

pragmatic principle to assign a passive interpretation because this would be less informative 

then an active interpretation. The intended aspect of (113) determines that tak- refers to an 

AGENT who has completed an action of bringing mother’s clothes to a tailor. 

(115) Aku            nggawa    klambine            ibu       menyang penjahit

1.SG-FM   ACT-take clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor

‘I bring mother’s clothes to a tailor or I brought mother’s clothes to a tailor’

The aspectual meaning of (115) is weaker than that of (113). It does not indicate 

whether or not the action of bringing mother’s clothes to a tailor is already completed. Like a 

passive interpretation of (113), (115) would not be pragmatically appropriate in a discourse 

context such as (114). Rather it would best be used in a context such as (116). 

(116) Discourse about temporal aspect.

The same context as (114) except the son also says:

Kapan Mbak                         nggawa       klambine           ibu       menyang penjahit?

When older.female.sibling  ACT-bring clothes-POSS    mother  to            tailor

‘When did you bring mother’s clothes to the tailor?’

                                                
28 Sing ‘REL’ in Heyward (1995) is able to be used as definite marker, e.g. klambine  ibu sing neng lemari  
‘mother’s cloth which in the drawer’, is a definite cloth which different from mother’s cloth in other places such 
as in closet or on hanger.
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Njur   saiki                   klambine          ibu         neng endi?

Then   at.this.moment. clothes-POSS  mother  at     where?

‘Then, where are mother’s clothes now?’

Informed already of a completed action, the sister can felicitously respond with (115) 

or a passive reading of (113). In sum, the availability of a pronoun interpretation of tak- and 

kok- depends on aspectual information gleaned from the context. 

Once again, note that the evidence that pronouns tak and kok are bound morphemes is 

robust. Sentence (117) is ungrammatical because tak- or kok- is not able to stand alone 

separated from the verb. 

(117) *Tak/Kok             ora   gawa     klambine           ibu       menyang penjahit

  1.SG/2.SG-BM  NEG take      clothes-POSS   mother  to            tailor

   ‘I/You brought mother’s clothes to a tailor’

To avoid ungrammaticality, negation must front to sentence initial position, as in (118).

(118) Ora  tak/kokgawa       klambine           ibu       menyang penjahit

NEG 1.SG-BM-take   clothes-POSS   mother  to            tailor

‘I/You did not bring mother’s clothes to a tailor’

We have seen that the pronoun and passive marker tak and kok are extremely hard to 

distinguish. They have the same phonological, morphological, syntactic, and truth-functional 

semantic properties. Yet they are different in a subtle context-sensitive way. This raised the 

issue of whether there is one morpheme with two functions or two homophonous morphemes. 

On the latter view, tak and kok each are two distinct lexical items which are only 

diachronically related.  In colloquial Javanese both tak- and kok- sometimes do stand alone as 

free words, i.e. as alternative forms for  first and second person singular pronouns. If tak- and 
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kok- can stand alone as free morphemes, they should be able to co-occur with ACT, and 

indeed this occasionally happens in colloquial speech. 

(119) Aja         ngandakake     apa   bae kang ora     kok       ngreteni          

    Do.not  ACT-say-BEN what just  COP NEG 1.SG      ACT.understand. 

    ‘Do not say what you do not understand’ 

(c.f. http://rahmawan.blogspot.com/2004_06_01_archive.html)

In (119), we can see that kok applies as a free morpheme and it refers to the first 

person singular. Moreover, kok is followed by a predicate ngerti ‘to understand’ which is a 

derived predicate. Ngerti ‘to understand’ is an active verb which occurs from nasalization 

(ng-) or a Javanese active marker that is merged to a noun erti ‘meaning’. Evidence like this 

suggests that tak- and kok- as pronouns do differ syntactically from tak- and kok- as passive 

markers. However, cases like (119) are rare and not fully acceptable. Perhaps a change is in 

process. In any case, further research is needed. I will conclude this section with some 

additional data like (119).  

Table V. Data overview of tak and kok by using WebCorp

Tak Using the Google search engine WebCorp accessed on 13 July 2008, 200 web 
pages reviewed, 20 of which returned errors. 115 concordances were generated.

In sentence form: five elements to the left and to the right of ora + tak, e.g. 

- bakal puput yuswo. Percoyo opo ora, tak sumanggakake  panjengan sami. 
Akeh pitutur

will.be leave age. Believe what   NEG, 1.SG please-BEN 2.SG          RCP 
many speak.

‘…will die. Believe it or not, I will let all of you to speakto each other’

At http://bambangsetya.blogspot.com/2008/04/serat-sabdajati.html
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-rasa ing atiku tansaya             ngreboko ... ora tak        selaki menowo aku 
pancen tresno

   Feeling at heart.1.SG-POSS  wide …        NEG 1.SG  doubt   if            1.SG

   really  love

‘a feeling in my heart is become strong… I have no doubt if I really falling in 
love’

At http://yudishtira.blogspot.com/2008/01/ndak-suwun-sih-pangapuramu-yen-aku.html

- Becakku                      wae wis 10 tahun ora tak'         ganti apa-apa'ne. 
Tetep Josss

Becak.1.SG-POSS29   just  past 10 year NEG 1.SG  change what-RED     
still okay

‘I have not change any parts of my becak in 10 years (yet) it is still okay’

At http://www.mail-archive.com/klub
mawar@yahoogroups.com/msg00056.html&term=ora%20tak&case=case

Kok Using the Google search engine WebCorp accessed on 13 July 2008. 184 web 
pages, 18 of which returned errors. 102 concordances were generated. 

In sentence form: five elements to the left and to the right of ora + kok e.g.

- Aja ngandakake apa bae kang ora kok ngreteni Nandur kabecikan panen 

kabecikan.

Do.not ACT-say-BEN what just COP NEG 1.SG understand. Seed 

good.will harvest good.will.

‘Do not say what you do not understand. When you seed a good will, you 

will harvest a good will as well’

at http://rahmawan.blogspot.com/2004_06_01_archive.html

                                                
29 Becak is a traditional transportation in Indonesia. It is nearly similar to a bike with three wheels. Becak has a 
driver at behind of passenger seat.  
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3.3. Tak and kok as modal operator

Another function of tak and kok which clearly differs from that of pronoun/passive 

marker is the modal operator function. A sentence which has a modal operator conveys 

information about the attitude of the speaker toward the proposition expressed by the 

sentence. Subroto (1994) and Sudaryanto (1992) claim that tak and kok as modal operators 

behave as words. This is evidenced by the ability of modal tak and kok to stand alone and to 

occupy various different syntactic positions in a sentence. 

3.3.1 Tak as modal operator

In Javanese, when tak (and its variant dak) are used as modal operators, they convey 

the aspectual meaning that an action will be carried out as soon as possible. This is similar to 

but not quite the same as English going to. Here, tak and dak have no differences in meaning; 

they are in free alternation. 

(120) Aku   tak/dak      mangan dhisik

1.SG  MOD        ACT-food      formerly

‘Let me eat first’

(121) Rudi   tak/dak       macakake bapak koran

Rudi  MOD          ACT-read-BEN    father newspaper

‘Rudi would read newspaper for father’

The two sentences above show that either tak or dak is able to be used and their 

presence in the sentences do not change the sentence meaning. In sentences (120) - (121) we 

can see as well that  tak or dak are not attached to the predicate, since the predicate has the 

active marker prefix realized as nasalization. In addition, an adverb may intervene between 

modal tak/dak and the predicate, as illustrated in (122) and (123).
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(122) Aku tak/dak     tenanan nggawa         klambine        menyang penjahit        

1.SG MOD        ADV       ACT.bring   clothes-DEF  to             tailor

‘I would definitely bring the clothes to a tailor’

(123) Aku tak/dak    cepet-cepet mbalekake             montormu        mengko sore

1.SG MOD      quick-RED ACT.return.BEN  car.2SG-POSS later.on afternoon

‘I would quickly return your car this afternoon’

The example sentences in (122) and (123) demonstrate another important piece of 

evidence as well, namely the modal tak/dak can co-occur with the first person pronoun aku. 

This is not possible for pronoun and person marker tak.  

As noted above, modal tak is not personalized. In examples (124) – (126), we can see 

that tak or dak as modal operators are able to assign to third person singular and plural as well 

as proper names. 

(124) Dheweke dak     mangan        dhisik

  3.SG        MOD        ACT-food   formerly

‘Let him/her eat first’

(125) Bocah-bocah iki   dak      dolanan       petak.umpet    neng lapangan

Child-RED    this  MOD    play-RCP    hide.and.seek at       field.

‘these children will play hide and seek at the field’

(126) Sinta tak sinau saiki

    Sinta MOD study now

   ‘Sinta will study now’

In sentence construction, tak or dak are always base-generated after a subject. They 

cannot move into sentence initial or sentence final position. The occurrence of tak or dak in 
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sentence initial position leads to ambiguity, either as personal pronoun or as modal operator. 

Therefore, tak or dak as modal a operator is commonly base-generated after the subject, like 

in (127). However, the subject is able to be replaced by pro-drop during spell out like 

sentence (128).

(127) Aku tak/dak     tenanan nggawa         klambine    menyang penjahit        

1.SG MOD        ADV       ACT.bring   clothes-DEF  to             tailor

‘I would definitely bring the clothes to a tailor’

(128)  [IP pro [MODP tak/dak [ADVP tenanan [VP nggawa klambine       [PP menyang penjahit]]]]]     

        P           MOD            ADV      ACT.bring clothes-DEF      to          tailor

‘I would definitely bring the clothes to a tailor’

On the contrary, tak /dak as modal operator is possibly misinterpreted as a pronoun of first 

person singular, although when they apply as pronouns, they have to be attached to a root 

word in order to form a predicate, e.g. in (129).

(129) ??? [IP tak/dak [ADVP tenanan [VP nggawa klambine           [PP menyang penjahit]]]]]        

1.SG/MOD    ADV       ACT.bring clothes-DEF       to          tailor

           ‘I would definitely bring the clothes to a tailor’

Then the presence of tak or dak in sentence final position leads to ungrammaticality.

(130) *Aku tenanan nggawa         klambine    menyang penjahit  tak/dak     

1.SG  ADV       ACT.bring   clothes-DEF  to             tailor       MOD

‘I would definitely bring the clothes to a tailor’

 Moreover, when negation occurs, tak/dak as modal operators are generally omitted 

like in (132) which is a negated version of (131).  
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(131) Aku    tak/dak      ngreseki                pawone           simbah

1.SG  MOD          ACT-clean-LOC kitchen-POSS grandpa/ma

‘I would clean grandpa/ma’s kitchen (as soon as possible)’

(132) Aku    ora      ngreseki                pawone           simbah

1.SG  NEG   ACT-clean-LOC   kitchen-POSS grandpa/ma

‘I did not clean grandpa/ma’s kitchen’

The presence of tak or dak together with negation, leads to ungrammaticality. Another 

possibility is by putting arep ‘a futurative aspect’.

(133) *Aku    ora  tak    ngreseki                pawone           simbah

1.SG  NEG  MOD ACT-clean-LOC   kitchen-POSS grandpa/ma

‘I did not clean grandpa/ma’s kitchen’

(134) Aku    ora    arep      ngreseki  pawone simbah

1.SG  NEG FUT      ACT-clean-LOC   kitchen-POSS grandpa/ma

‘I would not clean grandpa/ma’s kitchen’

To sum up, tak /dak in Javanese applies as good modal operator which has the 

intentional meaning of an action which will be done as soon as possible. In sentence 

construction, tak or dak are base-generated after the subject and they have the same meaning; 

thus they can replace one another. Tak/dak is commonly refers to aku ‘I’ or the speaker of the 

utterances.  In a sentence which contains of negation, tak or dak is omitted.  Moreover, tak as 

a modal operator has a different syntax compared to personalized passive markers and first 

person singular pronouns because as a modal operator, tak is able to stand alone and be 

followed by an adverb as an inserted word between tak as a modal and the verb. 
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3.3.2 Kok as modal operator

Kok and its variant, mbok, assign different meanings when they apply as modal 

operators, thus they are not replaceable. Sudaryanto (1992) explained that kok as a modal 

operator given softening meaning to a sentence. However, kok as a modal operator has an 

emphatic meaning as well as softening meaning. It can assign the meaning of expressing 

surprise toward an unexpected circumstance and a do-support meaning (Subroto (1994), 

Robson and Wibisono (2002)). The meaning differences occur because of different positions 

in sentences. This explanation is supported by Braber (2005) who wrote that modal operators 

may change the diversity of sentence meanings because they do not relate to any specific 

word but the complete sentence meaning. Therefore, each occurrence of a modal particle in 

different positions should be treated differently since it can change the whole meaning. In 

sentence construction, kok behaves differently from tak or dak. Kok as a modal can be put in 

three different positions where these positions assign different meanings. First, kok can be put 

in sentence initial position, and second it can follow a subject. In these positions, kok implies 

surprise toward unexpected circumstance, e.g. sentence (135) – (136).  

(135) Kok    ibumu                        kokterake                             mulih      maneh

MOD mother-2.SG-POSS  2.SG-take.someone.to-BEN  go.home again

‘(why) did you return your mother to the home again’ (Lit. your mother was returned 

home again by you)

(136) Ibumu                        kok     kokterake                              mulih      maneh?

mother-2.SG-POSS MOD   2.SG-take.someone.to-BEN  go.home again

‘(why) did you return your mother to the home again’ (Lit. your mother was returned 

home again by you)
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The third position of kok is in sentence final position. In this position, kok has a 

softening meaning towards do-support action.

(137) Ibumu                       kokterake                               mulih     maneh    kok

mother-2.SG-POSS  2.SG-take.someone.to-BEN  go.home again     MOD

‘You did return your mother home!’ (Lit.Your mother was returned home again by 

you!). 

Kok as a modal operator can have pronouns, NPs and proper names as the AGENT of 

the action. The AGENT can be human, e.g. (138) – (141)

(138) Aku kok       nggawa      bukumu                 neng     tasku?

1.SG MOD  ACT-bring  book-2.SG-POSS  at          bag-1.SG-POSS

‘Why did I bring your book in my bag?’ (Lit. I brought your book in my bag).

(139) Kowe kok   nggawa       bukuku                     neng tasmu?

2.SG MOD  ACT-bring  book-1.SG-POSS  at        bag-2.SG-POSS

‘Why did you bring my book in your bag?’ (Lit. You brought my book in your bag).

(140) Dheweke kok      nggawa     bukumu                   neng tase?

3.SG        MOD  ACT-bring  book-2.SG-POSS  at       bag-POSS

‘Why did he/she bring your book in his/her bag?’ (Lit. He/she brought your book in 

his/her bag).

(141) Zaey kok      nggawa      bukumu                   neng tase?

Zaey MOD  ACT-bring  book-2.SG-POSS  at       bag-POSS

‘Why did Zaey bring your book in his bag?’ (Lit. Zaey brought your book in his bag).
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The AGENT can be animate or inanimate. 

(142) Kucinge kok    nggondhol                    ikan neng mulute?

Cat-DEF MOD  ACT-carry.by.mouth fish   at      mouth-POSS

‘(why did) the cat carried a fish in its mouth?’ (Lit. The cat carried a fish in his 

mouth). 

(143) Karduse   kok    ujug-ujug tiba?

Box-DEF MOD suddenly   fall

‘How come the boxes suddenly fell?’

Moreover, kok as a modal operator can have kok or mbok in the same sentence, yet 

they will have different functions: as a modal operator and as a passive marker, e.g. sentences 

(144) and (145).

(144) Kembange     kok     kokpetiki                                 wit     mau?

Flower-DEF  MOD  2.SG-PASS-pick.out-ITTER   since  a.moment.ago

‘Why did you continuously pick the flower since a moment ago?’ (Lit. The flower 

was continuously picked by you since a moment ago).

(145) Kembange     kok     mbokpetiki                                 wit     mau?

Flower-DEF  MOD  2.SG-PASS-pick.out-ITTER   since  a.moment.ago

‘Why did you continuously pick the flower since a moment ago?’ (Lit. The flower 

was continuously picked by you since a moment ago).

Kok as a modal operator does not behave similarly to tak as a modal operator in sentences 

with negation because kok allows negation in a sentence. Therefore, in sentences (146) –

(154) we can see that kok is still able to be present in different positions to assign different 

meanings.  
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(146) Kok    Kucinge  ora      nggondhol                    ikan neng mulute?

MOD Cat-DEF NEG  ACT-carry.by.mouth     fish   at      mouth-POSS

‘(why did) the cat did not carry a fish in its mouth?’ (Lit. The cat did not carry a fish 

in his mouth). 

(147) Kucinge kok    ora      nggondhol                ikan neng mulute?

Cat-DEF MOD NEG ACT-carry.by.mouth  fish   at      mouth-POSS

‘(why did) the cat did not carry a fish in its mouth?’ (Lit. The cat did not carry a fish 

in his mouth). 

(148) Kucinge  ora     nggondhol                   ikan neng mulute           kok

Cat-DEF NEG  ACT-carry.by.mouth fish   at      mouth-POSS MOD

‘The did not carry a fish in its mouth!’  (and you are supposed to know that!)

Sentences (146) – (148) above show that kok isstill able to occupy sentence initial 

position as well as post- subject position, and when kok occupies these positions, it shows a 

surprise meaning toward unexpected circumstance. A discourse antecedent of these two 

sentences can be expressed by a scene as mentioned in (149). 

(149) Discourse antecedent

“I, as a speaker, might have thought about a cat. I thought this cat stole my fish inside 

my aquarium because I did not see my fish in it. The aquarium was empty and I saw half 

dried cat footprints next to the aquarium. Therefore, I assumed when I saw the cat, it might 

carry a fish in its mouth.  Therefore, when I saw the cat and it did not bring anything in its 

mouth, I uttered sentences (146) or (147) to express my surprise toward unexpected 

circumstance.” 
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However, kok as a modal operator in sentence (148) only has one meaning to assign a 

softening meaning to a sentence. The speaker expresses his/her emotion where he/she 

believes that the cat did not carry a fish in its mouth and the hearer is supposed to know about 

that.

On the other hand, mbok as a modal operator behaves different from kok because it 

has only the meaning of a softening imperative. In sentence construction, it is able to be put 

in sentence initial position and post- subject position. Therefore, putting mbok in sentence 

final position will cause ungrammaticality.

(150) Mbok kowe ngono      nggawane buku

MOD 2.SG   that.way ACT.bring book

‘You should bring the book that way’ (softened imperative meaning)

(151) Kowe mbok ngono      nggawane buku

2.SG   MOD that.way ACT.bring book

‘You should bring the book that way’ (softened imperative meaning)

(152) * Kowe ngono       nggawane buku mbok

    2.SG   that.way ACT.bring book MOD

    ‘You should bring the book that way’

Because the function of mbok as a modal operator is to assign a softening imperative 

meaning, thus the AGENT of the sentences is not the speaker of utterances. Based on this 

explanation, the human AGENT is most possible, while animate and inanimate subjects are 

unattainable. 

(153) Kowe   mbok  lunga menyang pasar   esuk-sesuk

2.SG     IMP    go      to            market early morning

‘You should go to a market in early morning’
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(154) *Karduse   mbok    ujug-ujug tiba

  Box-DEF MOD suddenly   fall

  ‘The boxes should have been fallen suddenly’

However, unlike kok, mbok is cannot occur twice in a sentence. Mbok appears 

together with kok where mbok’s function is a modal operator and kok’s functions as a passive 

marker, but mbok as a modal particle cannot appear together with mbok as a passive marker.

(155) Klambine        mbok    kokstrika            dhisik     ben30            rapi                                 

Clothes-DEF  MOD  2.SG-PASS-iron formerly in.oder.to.be  tidy

‘You should iron the clothes first to make it tidy’ (Lit. the clothes were ironed by you 

in order to make it tidy).

(156) *Klambine       mbok    mbokstrika             dhisik     ben                  rapi                                 

  Clothes-DEF  MOD  2.SG-PASS-iron formerly      in.oder.to,be  tidy

 ‘You should iron the clothes first to make it tidy’ (Lit. the clothes were ironed by you 

in order to make it tidy).

Moreover, in a sentence with negation, mbok behaves like kok because it will be 

present in the sentence construction in different positions. However, because the function of 

mbok as a modal operator is to assign an imperative meaning, the negation is not ora ‘Not’ or 

dudu ‘Not’31 but aja ‘don’t’. 

(157) Mbok    Klambine        aja     koksuweki                

MOD     clothes-DEF NEG  2.SG-PASS-tear-ITTER

‘You should not continuously tear the clothes’ (Lit. please the cloth don’t 

continuously tear by you).

                                                
30 Ben is abbreviated from a word kareben ‘ in order to be’
31 See subchapter about negation in 2.3.3.
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(158) Klambine   mbok    aja     koksuweki                

clothes-DEF MOD   NEG   2.SG-PASS-tear-ITTER

‘You should not continuously tear the clothes’ (Lit. please the clothes don’t 

continuously tear by you).

In brief, tak and dak are base-generated after a subject and they have the same 

meaning; thus they can replace one another, but kok and mbok assign different meanings, thus 

they are not suitable to replace one another.  Tak in Javanese applies as a modal operator 

which has the intentional meaning of an action which will be done as soon as possible; while 

kok and mbok have more sophisticated meanings because they can be put in different 

positions and form different meanings. Moreover, tak /dak always refer to aku ‘I’ or the 

speaker of the utterances as the AGENT, but kok and mbok have more various AGENTs.   In 

a sentence which containts of negation, tak /dak as modal operators are omitted but kok and 

mbok are not. 
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4. Conclusion

Based on the elaborations in chapter three, it can be concluded that tak and kok

function as Javanese passive markers, personalized passive markers, and modal operators. 

The function of tak and kok  as personalized passive markers shares similarity with English 

passive because of arguments movements. However, they behave differently in that they have 

a property of an AGENT in a passive sentence; in English, the passive marker is represented 

by suffix (-en) or past participle tense and the AGENT is preceded by a preposition ‘by’.

 Furthermore, although the function of tak and kok as pronouns is still debatable in 

Javanese grammar books yet this function actually occurs in colloquial Javanese. The 

similarity between tak and kok as passive markers and as pronouns is that the fact of tak and 

kok refers to the first and second person respectively.  Therefore, it might be possible to 

conclude that tak and kok as passive markers and as pronouns are basically the same 

morphemes. As the same morphemes, they have had the same meaning and function years 

ago, but during language change, they formed different functions in spite of their diachronic 

relatedness. 

On the other hand, when tak and kok apply as modal operators, they can occur 

together with tak and kok as passive markers. This leads to a further hypothesis that tak and 

kok can be two different morphemes which assign two different functions because tak and 

kok as passive markers are formed as bound morphemes, but tak and kok as modal operators 

are formed as free morphemes. Therefore, tak and kok as modal operators are different from 

tak and kok as passive markers and pronouns. They are only similar because of phonetic 

homophonous. Above all, a more in-depth investigation of tak and kok in Javanese is needed 

as many questions are left unanswered.
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6. Appendix

Table VI. Tak and Kok in word classes

Word Class

Root word Tak- Kok-

Nouns Pacul ‘hoe’ Takpacul (predicate)

‘was hoe by my’

Kokpacul  (predicate)

‘was hoe by you’ 

Verbs Kumbah 

‘wash’

Takkumbah (predicate)

‘was washed by my’

Kokkumbah (predicate)

‘was washed by you’

Adverbs Ngene

‘this way’

(a1) *takngene

‘I (do) this way’

(a2) takngeneake (predicate)

‘was (do something) like this 

by me’ (causative)

(a3) takngeneni (predicate)

‘was kept (do something) like 

this by me’ (locative/iterative)

(b1) *kokngene

‘you (do) this way’

(b2) kokngeneake (predicate)

‘was (do something) like this 

by you’ (causative)

(b3) kokngeneni (predicate)

‘was kept (do something) like 

this by you’(iterative)

Adjectives Gedhe

‘big’

(c1) *takgedhe

  ‘I big’

(a2) takgedheake (predicate)

‘was made (something) bigger 

by me’ (causative)

(d1) *kokgedhe

  ‘you big’

(d2) kokgedheake (predicate)

‘was made (something) bigger 

by you’ (causative)
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(a3) takgedheni (predicate)

‘was made (something) bigger 

by me’ (locative)

(d3) kokgedheni (predicate)

‘was made (something) bigger 

by you’ (locative)

Nominal Sewu

‘thousand’

(e1) *taksewu

 ‘I thousand’

(e2) taksewuake (predicate)

 ‘was commemorate the 

thousand days of the death of 

a person by me’ (benefactive)

(e3) taksewuni (predicate)

 ‘was commemorate the 

thousand days of the death of 

a person by me’ (locative)

(f1) *koksewu

 ‘you thousand’

(e2) koksewuake (predicate)

 ‘was commemorate the 

thousand days of the death of a 

person by you’ (benefactive)

(e3) koksewuni (predicate)

 ‘was commemorate the 

thousand days of the death of a 

person by you’ (locative)


